File No. 2023-24/Misc/001

Date: 14.09.2023

CIRCULAR

- It is for the information of all the Institution that promotion cum continuation/continuation certificate of beneficiaries student under SSS JKL, PM-USP Yojana (Earlier known as PM-SSS) upto July 2023 semester(s) should be uploaded on priority basis.

- Further it is informed that, it has been come to the notice of Council while processing of scholarship payment many of the students/beneficiaries Aadhaar number and Bank Account number is not seeded/not active on PFMS. Please make sure that all the students/beneficiaries Aadhaar number and Bank account number must be linked.

- Please click here for checking https://resident.uidai.gov.in/bank-mapper

- Please follow Steps for seeding account with Aadhaar if not found linked please click here to link https://shorturl.at/astQ9

- It is also informed that De-Duplication of the students/beneficiaries shall be checked at the Institute level before raising the claims. In this regard all Institutes claims of current semester students after July 2023 onwards shall be processed ONLY after De-Duplication exercise by NSP.

- This is for the compliance of all the institutes at the earliest to avoid further delay in disbursement of scholarship to the beneficiary students and Institute fees.

KINDLY IGNORE IF CLAIMS OF THE STUDENTS TILL END OF JULY 2023 IS ALREADY RAISED

Prof. Rajendra B. Kakde
Advisor-I
Scholarship and Grants Bureau